As far as we can recall, we first drew on Labov and Waletzky (1967/this issue; hence forth L&W) in the late 1970s when we were beginning to develop genre theory within the general framework of systemic functional linguistics (StrL). Our main sources for thinking about generic structure at the time were Mitchell (195711975), the classic Firthian study of buying and selling in a Moroccan marketplace, and Hasan (1977), a seminal SFL paper that focussed on appointment making. Our aim was to develop a social model of genre that generalized across these and other text types (Christie & Martin, 1997; Eggins & Martin, 1997; Martin, 1985 Martin, / 1989 Martin, , 1992 Ventola, 1987), and we appreciated having L&W's work to draw on.
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